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What is a Massive Open Online Course ?

• A freely accessible, open-license course 
• MOOCs aim to educate a large cohorts of ‘learners’ simultaneously 

from a wide range of background, nationalities, age and with a 
shared interest in a specific topic

• All the material is available online. No entry requirements
• ‘Learners’ advance at their own pace through independent study
• MOOCs form part of the commitment of many educational 

institutions to knowledge exchange and community outreach 
• MOOCs are of comparable standard to a University course in terms 

of content and study level



What is the typical audience?

• A self-selected segment of the public
• Educated and comfortable with the internet and social media. 
• Interested in ‘lifelong career development’ to acquire new 

knowledge and new skills. 



This MOOC



oThe MOOC positions CCS as a
technology to protect the
atmosphere in the context of
climate change
oEntry level course, one level below a

1st year UG course
oFilmed and edited by professionals

as an ‘educational documentary’

Course logo





Why I created this course?
• Raise awareness about how unique and how

important CCS is
- 2015 cancellation of UK government CCS

programme just before COP25
- No ‘political’ price paid by the Chancellor

and the Prime Minister
- Burst out of the CCS bubble

• Public outreach to address common
misconceptions and provide the latest thinking
in academia

- We don’t need it
- It does not work
- It is too expensive
- It is not safe

‘What do you associate with CCS’?
(Word cloud created by learners at start of course)
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Total Number of Learners: ~ 23,500 in April 2022

Who takes this course ? 



15% of learners purchase a course certificate 
(average for all MOOCs on platform is 1%)







What do we tell them? Course Outline
• The Climate Drivers: atmospheric carbon budget vs carbon reserves
• CCS across the whole economy: heavy industries, hydrogen, power etc
• Principles of capture and negative emission technologies
• Principles of storage (Mark Wilkinson)
• Future prospects
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How do we talk to them? 
• Videos
• Text elements
• Short exercises 
• Interviews with experts
• Quizzes and other interactive tools



Contact with participants
• Weekly emails during the first 6 weeks to engage with 

a critical mass of learners
• The course then runs on a self-paced basis
• Forums
• Two Surveys at the beginning and the end



Survey Questions (David Reiner)
• To find out about participants (x7):
Age, gender, education level, background, nationality 

• To find out about their views (x18):
Perceived global issues, biggest perceived national priorities, 
attitude towards climate change and CCS

• To test their knowledge level (x14):
 And whether their views changed over the course



What we learned from the Forums

• Regular forum participants had a high level of knowledge
• Participants background ranged from lecturers, investors, analysts, engineers, 

journalists, artists, students, teachers, concerned citizens…
• Asked in depth but also related questions
• Participants were responsive and helped each other out
• One identified attempt of ‘sabotage’ in the first run: Went beyond voicing 

concern. Did not engage with the course. Strategically attempted (unsuccessfully) 
to spread inaccurate, imprecise and biased information on CO2 storage quoting 
reports from NGOs opposing CCS -> Mark Wilkinson was able to debunk those 
messages quickly

 Disclaimer: Not very representative: ‘few people said much’



What is next?

• The MOOC is financially sustainable
oDesigned for minimum running effort: No marking, no essays
o Forums are monitored by PhD students
oRevenue from certificates have been re-invested in the MOOC
oOwnership stays at Edinburgh University in the custody of SCCS

• Relaunch the next session to coincide with COP 27, when the general public engages
the most with climate change issues

• Keep updating material
oRecent examples include latest thinking on ultra high capture levels (99%+),

Negative emissions from waste, recent developments in Direct Air Capture,
offsetting life cycle emissions of natural gas to reach zero carbon H2

• Launch a new version in Mandarin to increase participation in China
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